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CSR Initiative

Accidental spills and leaks in the

produce and resulting hazardous waste.

workplace are unavoidable. Even the

SpillFix presents a real CSR initative. It

smallest hazardous liquid spill creates

is the only truly sustainable absorbent

a possible threat to workers and our

solution that simply does the job better,

environment. Something that has been

faster and safer than anything else.

compounded by costly, toxic waste

SpillFix will increase safety in the

generated by out-dated clean-up

workplace, have a positive impact on

methods dependent on unsustainable,

environmental wellbeing and reduce

mined-clay products.

unnecessary spending.

Sustainability isn’t just important for
people and the planet, but also is vital for
business success. Investors, employees
and consumers are focused on the
triple bottom line: people, planet and
revenue. Safety in the workplace and
environmental wellbeing are as important
as profit. Embracing CSR initiatives are
nolonger an option.
Canada is the vanguard in addressing
the dangers of silica-clay dust in the
workplace. There the use of clay-based
industrial absorbents has been banned
due to the carcinogenic dust they
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SAFE, ALL
NATURAL,
SUSTAINABLE

SpillFix is completely safe to handle, around

Though light-weight, SpillFix is dust free,

pets, for the environment, and on floors and

providing a far safer clean up process that

equipment. It is dust free and non-abrasive.

eliminates any waiting around and the

Safe to absorb soy bean and other
vegetable oils. It remains non-reactivea

intolerable carcinogenic dust from being
tracked all over a work site.

and doesn’t heat up to cause dumpster

In many situations SpillFix can easily be

fires. Plus it can handle hydraulic fluid and

applied to a spill from a standing position.

polymers, or even clean up carbon black.

This, combined with its light-weight

SpillFix is formulated from premium coir.
Coir (also known as coir fibre pith) is free of

alleviates any possibility of back injury.
ABSORBENT

ABSORBENCY
MASS
VOLUME

SpillFix (Coir)

295%

67%

Diatomite (Clay)

40%

27%

any chemicals and toxins. It is sustainably
produced from a coconut husks.
SpillFix coir-material has a highly absorbent
porous structure. Each particle is like a

SpillFix absorbs it all to a touch dry, slick

small sponge with a unique natural structure

free surface and has an OMRI organic

that creates a very large surface area.

use certification and a NSF food safe

An area estimated to be 6000m per litre

classification.

2

unit volume. This makes SpillFix at least
four times more absorbent than any other
industrial absorbent.

SpillFix material (image magnification X350)a

SpillFix is a highly stable absorbent that is
suitable for use in a tremendously wide
range of hazardous and non-hazardous

The ability of SpillFix to instantly absorb

liquid spill applications. SpillFix Industrial

most liquids on contact provides many

Organic Absorbent is classified as a not

advantages in time, money and convenience.

readily combustible solid material b.
a. See Degradation of Hydrocarbon Waste & Material Information
b. S
 ee Safety Data Sheet and BTU Analysis & Flammability Report
Reports are available from www.spillfix.com
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ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLE
CARBON
FOOTPRINT

SpillFix is manufactured in factories that are
located in our coconut plantations, keeping
transportation to a minimum. This results
in SpillFix production having a tiny carbon
footprint.
Coconut trees continually produce
coconuts and the trees are not cut down
for this resource. Our plantations grown
coconuts without the use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. SpillFix is
indisputably a sustainable, biodegradable
renewable-resource.
Among all of SpillFix’s benefits, one stands

• Leaves no slippery residue
• Works faster, making floor safer, quicker
• Nonabrasive, won’t damage floors
and equipment

• Non-hazardous landfill safe c
SpillFix Industrial Organic
Absorbent has been awarded
New Product of the Year by
Occupational Health & Safety Magazine in
the Hazmat Safety category. Winners were
recognized at this year’s National Safety
Council (NSC) Congress & Expo, which was
held in Atlanta. October 2015.

out, first and foremost – safety. As well as
being eco-friendly, SpillFix is absolutely safe

SpillFix is certified safe

around pets and people as it is:

around food and has the

•
•
•
•
•
SpillFix receives New Product of the Year Award

Nonfood Compounds Program listing (J1)
All natural, organic and light-weight

#152371. This makes it one of the only

Non-carcinogenic and non-toxic

industrial absorbents that can be safely

Dust-free

recommended for use in commercial and

Fast, easy to use and cleans on contact

domestic kitchens alike.

4X More absorbent than clay-based
absorbents

c. See Landfill Leachate Quantitative Analysis / www.spillfix.com
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UNPRECEDENTED
VERSATILITY &
REUSE-ABILITY

In the realm of industrial absorbents, SpillFix

SpillFix’s versatility and super absorbency

is an absolute game changer. In comparison

has begun the introduction of industrial

with traditional absorbents there’s no

absorbent into the domestic market.

argument – It’s superior performance is

Its ability to absorb paint and replace

simply astonishing.

hazardous solvents in many cleaning
procedures is nothing less than

SpillFix has found numerous and diverse

revolutionary d.

applications where it has proven a
profoundly cost-effective waterless cleaner.

As SpillFix is non-abrasive it can not only be

Grime and muck are removed from hands,

used to clean hands and tools, but also to

tools and equipment quickly, on location, via

dry-clean oily parts and equipment without

a container of SpillFix that can be continually

the need for solvents.

re-used all day, all week.
Hard to remove oil stains on driveways
Even when SpillFix is used on a sizable oil

and garage floors can be cleaned away

spill it can be placed back into a container

by using a solvent to loosen the stain and

and re-used on the next accident, again

applying SpillFix to absorb and lift it off.

and again until saturated.
SpillFix is nothing short of demonstrating
So now you need to rethink what an

how miraculous natural solutions can be.

industrial absorbent can do and where it will
serve you best.

d. See Paint Absorption Analysis / www.spillfix.com
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PRODUCT RANGE
SPILLFIX 3 LITRE JARS
SpillFix 3 Litre Shaker Jars are
perfect for the shelves of retail
consumer’s garage, kitchen
and basement.
The 3 litres of SpillFix will
absorb a 2 litre liquid spill fast.

Product Code:
Absorbent per jar:
Weight per jar:
packed*

RDSPL3L
3 Litres
0.5 kg Net when

Capacity to Absorb: 2 Litre Spill

SPILLFIX 15L / 3.175 kg* BAGS
These Smartbags with performance based labeling
are ideal for any work site.
Product Code:
Absorbent per bag:
Weight per bag:

SPL-15L
15 Litres
3.175 kg Net when packed*

Capacity to Absorb: 9 Litre Spill

SPILLFIX 50L / 9 kg* BAGS
These Smartbags with performance based labeling
are ideal for any situation where liquid spills occur.
Product Code:
Absorbent per bag:
Weight per bag:

SPL-50L
50 Litres
9 kg Net when packed*

Capacity to Absorb: 28 Litre Spill

SPILLFIX 3M & 1.5M BOOM SOCKS
The most absorbent boom socks on the market,
to protect sensitive areas.
Product Codes:
Boom Length:

SPLB-3.0M & SPLB-1.5M
3 meters & 1.5 meters

Capacity to Absorb: 11 & 5 Litre Spill
* Weight may vary due to humidity
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PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS
Product Size			
SKU			
Unit Barcode (UPC)			
Carton Barcode (ITF)			
Unit Weight/Measurement
Units per Carton			
Carton Measurements		
Carton Weight			

3L Jars		

15L Bags		

RDSPL3L		

50L Bags		

SPL-15L		

85802500004 4		 85802500023 5		
1085802500004 1		

SPL-50L		

n/a		

n/a		

38 x 29 x 29 cm		
3.175 kg*		

3 M Boom Socks

4xSPLB-1.5M		

85802500021 1		 Not sold separately		

0.5 kg*		3.175 kg*		
6		

1.5 M Boom Socks		

1085802500072 0		

2xSPLB-3.0M

Not sold separately
1085802500071 3

9 kg*		
1.5 M Long x 10cm dia		 3 M Long x 10cm dia

n/a		

n/a		

4		

n/a		

n/a		 38 x 29 x 29 cm		

n/a		

n/a		

2
38 x 29 x 29 cm

7.25 kg		

9 kg

Cartons per Pallet			

48		

n/a		

n/a		

48		

48

Units per Pallet			

288		

124		

48		

192		

96

Pallet Measurements			
Pallet Weight			
Absorbent Capacity

115 x 115 x 120 cm		115 x 115 x 120 cm
165.5 kg		

115 x 115 x 120 cm

115 x 115 x 120 cm		

115 x 115 x 120 cm

408 kg		

451 kg		

805 Lbs		

451 kg

2 litre Spill		9 Litre Spill		

28 litre Spill		

5 Litre Spill		

11 Litre Spill

* Net when packed. Weight may vary due to humidity.
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REAL COST-SAVING
ADVANTAGES

It is a misconception to think apples are

consider the cost advantage of having non-

apples when comparing price-per-bag on

hazardous absorbent-waste for landfill-safe

an industrial absorbent such as SpillFix,

disposal as apposed to something quite the

they simply aren’t.

opposite.

No matter what you use clay absorbent

For workers on the floor the potential cost

for, regardless if it’s oil, fuel or lubricant,

saving doesn’t mean a lot when a tragic spill

solvent, paint, or food products; from

occurs and it is they who must deal with it.

sauces to milk, soda to salad dressing,
blood and body fluids, even chemicals

The ease and convenience of using SpillFix

and mild corrosives, SpillFix will absorb it

has the mess completely cleaned up

more affectively to a clean surface in far

without a slippery residue in less than half

less time.

the time it did with the old clay-based stuff.
The work site is quickly rendered safe,

In comparison the amount of SpillFix

downtime minimized and morale unaffected.

required is considerably less. SpillFix

Thus keeping production on schedule and

absorbs all types of spills immediately and

quotas in line with projections.

completely to provides a safe, non
hazardous area within minutes.

We all know the real cost of accidental spills
is the disruption to productivity, and there

You can evaluate the projected saving

lies the immeasurable advantage of SpillFix.

SpillFix offers from the infographic on

With SpillFix that threat is quickly nipped in

the following page. Not forgetting to

the bud!
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LOWERING COSTS
Save on
purchasing

Save on weight
handling

Save on
warehousing

Save on
deliveries

Save on clean
up time

Save on other
clean up costs

Save on
spoilage

Save on waste
haulage

Save on waste
disposal

Bags of claybased absorbent
required annually.

4 pallets of 40lb
bags of clay-

Space required
for storing claybased absorbent.

Annual deliveries
of clay-based
absorbent.

Man hours to
clean up with clay
based absorbent.

After a spill is
cleaned up
with clay-based
absorbent it is
often necessary
to get out the
bucket, mop
and chemical
detergents to
remove the slick.

Annually a
number of
clay-based
absorbent bags
are dropped and
rupture – Most
have a non
return policy.

Annual haulage
of clay-based
waste.

Annual disposal
of clay-based
absorbent waste.

V

V

V

V

V

SpillFix absorbs
on contact
so there is no
waiting around.
Or crushing rocks
into harmful dust.

SpillFix cleans
to a slick free
surface. The only
bucket needed is
to put the SpillFix
back in for reuse.
Chemical
cleaners are
eliminated by

V

Bags of SpillFix
absorbent
required annually
for the same
leaks and spills.
Product
required is
reduced by

75%

V

I s replaced by
1 pallet of 20lb
bags of SpillFix.

Absorbent
handling
weight is
reduced by

87%

Inventory
storage is
far less with
SpillFix.

Storage space
is reduced by

75%

Deliveries of
SpillFix will be far
less per annum.

Absorbent
deliveries are
reduced by

75%

Clean up time
is reduced by

80%

99%

SpillFix robust
bags do not
rupture when
dropped.

Spoilage is
eliminated by

99%

V

V

SpillFix will create
far less waste.

SpillFix will create
far less waste.

Waste haulage
volume is
reduced by

Waste disposal
weight is
reduced by

75%

66%
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AT A GLANCE
COMPARISON
CHART

SpillFix

Zeolite

Clay

Non Carcinogenic

✔

✔

✘

Dust free

✔

✘

Safe for all spills

✔

✘
✘

OMRI Organic Use Listing

✔

✘

✘

Biodegradable

✔

✘

✘

Non abrasive

✔

✘

✘

Absorbs paint

✔

✔

✘

Absorbs on contact

✔

✔

✘

Approved for non-hazardous landfill

✔

✘

✘

Safety Award winning product

✔

✘

✘

Pet and child safe

✔

✘

✘

Re-usable on multiple spills

✔

✘

✘

NSF Listing – Certified safe around food*

✔

✘

✘

Preference for oil over water

✔

✘

✘

Suitable for all domestic use

✔

✘

✘

Cartonized shelf-stockable packaging

✔

✘

✘

Convenient (resealable) dispensing container

✔

✘

✘

Environmentally responsible life-cycle

✔

✘

✘

Small carbon footprint

✔

✘

✘

Lightweight robust packaging

✔

✘

✘

Can be used to clean hands and tools

✔

✘

✘

Has 100% customer approval

✔

✘

✘

✘
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COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
SpillFix is manufactured by the Galuku

With a strong understanding of the

Group Limited. Galuku, (the Australian

regulatory requirements in the major

Aboriginal word for coconut) has pioneered

coconut-growing countries, Galuku stands

the formulation of coir for industrial use and

alone in its ability to consistently provide

has researched and developed much of

quality coir products to the U.S., Europe,

the technology and equipment required for

China, Middle East, Asia and the Americas.

production.
Galuku are committed to both excellence in
Since opening its Sydney office in 1993,

the products they sell and the services they

Galuku has grown to be recognized

provide.

worldwide for its innovative coir products. It
has multiple plantation/factories throughout

SpillFix Ltd provide local stocking for

India, Sri Lanka and Malaysia – Producing

UK and Europe providing the final link in

a wide range of coir products for the

the supply chain. Together Galuku and

horticultural/hydroponic industries as well

SpillFix Ltd provide a level of competency,

as for various bio-filtration and industrial

professionalism and service which is

absorbent markets.

unequaled in the industry.
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REAL WORLD OBSERVATIONS
OOPS! – CRYOPAK OF BEEF RIBS
PUNCTURED
When a cryopak of
beef ribs was
punctured in a
distribution
warehouse cooler,
it wasn’t a pretty
sight. Beef, blood and water were
dripping from the top rack of the
pallet, all the way down to the floor.
Clay absorbents aren’t very effective
on sticky residues and are too dusty
to be used in coolers.
So equipment is usually brought to
the scene and an expensive foam
applied as a cleanser. Costly and
slow.
But when SpillFix® was applied to
the puddles instead, the mess was
cleaned up dry, without residue,
within 20 seconds. When the
company’s safety manager saw
SpillFix in action, he was in awe. “I’ve
been in this business for a long time,
and I’ve never seen anything like it. A
fast, safe way to resolve spills inside a
freezer. This is a game changer.”

BAR-B-QUE SAUCE EVERYWHERE

A LAKE OF MOUNTAIN DEW

When Bar-B-Que
sauce is easy to
clean up when it’s
all over your fingers
and lips, but not so
much when a
five-gallon jug of it ruptures and flows
onto a warehouse floor.

When a forklift
driver inadvertently
punctured a fivegallon bib of
Mountain Dew, the
warehouse
manager knew a spill this size could
take multiple bags of clay absorbent
and more than an hour to clean.

During a demonstration, SpillFix was
applied to the entire disaster area –
from the pallet, to the cardboard, to
the shrink wrap and to the growing
puddle on the floor. It was even used
to absorb the sauce on workers’
hands.
In three and a half minutes, the
entire mess was cleaned, and
the warehouse restored to a safe
workplace again -- using just
one product. The reaction of the
warehouse manager? “That spill
would normally have required kitty
litter, soap and water, a good amount
of scrubbing and a lot of down time.
SpillFix is one complete solution.”

Fortunately, a shipment of SpillFix
had just arrived, so a bag was poured
onto the massive spill. It cleaned it
up in short order, about 15 minutes,
leaving a residue-free warehouse
floor.
The manager was amazed,
commenting that with clay, the soda
would have leaked out and spread
all over the floor. “Absorbents aren’t
generally too effective on soda spills;
SpillFix adds a completely different
dynamic.
HIDDEN VALLEY SALAD DRESSINGS
Manufacturing salad dressings is
messy work – from beginning

to end. Heavy
vegetable oils are
shipped in by rail or
tanker car,
transferred into the
facility, filtrated,
processed, poured into narrow neck
bottles, packaged and shipped out.
Innumerable opportunities for massive
spills and leaks.
The maintenance supervisor of one
of the largest salad processors in the
U.S. says up until now, she’s been
using both clay absorbents and mats,
but hasn’t been happy with either.
Clay absorbents can’t be used around
many of the food operations, so she’s
had to rely on expensive, less efficient
mats. When using clay in trays that
catch dripping oil, the absorbent
becomes too heavy for workers to lift.
She says in SpillFix, she’s found the
solution to both problems.
“It can clean up a heavy oil spill in 15
to 20 minutes, versus one and a half
hours with clay absorbents. It’s a
product that can be used throughout
the plant that is light weight, efficient,
cost effective, and safe around food.”
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TESTIMONIALS
This is what Gwen S. Walters,
Safety & Environmental Compliance
Manager at Ventura Foods has to
say:

far in 2016 I have not disposed of any
and only right now have a drum of a
few oily rags from other processes.
No SpillFix at all to dispose of.

“It has had a
profound effect
on cleanup
around here”

Currently we use SpillFix in the
maintenance shops and in our Bulk
Oils department where the majority of
spills occur. This is vegetable oil that
comes in on rail cars that we pump
into tanks.

We had to stop using Sta-Dri due
to spontaneous fires that occurred
in our dumpsters. The product took
up to 1 1/2 hours to clean up a spill
and even then there was residue left
behind that also had to be scrubbed
from the floor.

Sometimes we votate it and/or add
flavorings and repackage it. We
sometimes will have lids that don’t
seal and when we flip the boxes
to put them other pallets, they
sometimes let loose and up to 35 lbs
of oil or more can spill. Also if there is
a crash on the conveyor the oil finds
its way to floor in those cases.

Due to reusing the SpillFix we have
only had to purchase 2 full skids
worth back in October and have not
had to purchase any additional yet.
In 2014 I paid to dispose of 7 drums
of oily rags and absorbent. In 2015 I
disposed of 6 drums of the same. So

We generally place it on the floor and
give it a couple minutes to soak up.
We then work it into the floor with a
broom, wait a few minutes and scoop
it up. No residue left behind to clean
up.

My maintenance crew also uses it
sometimes on their hands to get the
oil off after working on the machines.
I used to get complaints all the time
about the previous product we used
because it just wasn’t effective. I
have now virtually eliminated a waste
stream with the SpillFix and my staff
LOVE using it. No one has asked for
any other type of product since we
began using it and believe me, they
would if they didn’t like it.
It has had a profound effect on
cleanup around here. We have even
used it a couple times out in our
tractor trailer lot. We had a broken
radiator on a trailer that came to pick
up a load and a blown oil line. The
SpillFix was used to clean up the fluids
and properly disposed of and there
was no residue to our storm water
drains or anything. Stopped the spills
in their tracks.
This is what Ben Parker, Operations
Administrator FedEx Ground has to
say:

“I have yet to encounter a
spill or leak this product
can’t handle.”
I could go on and on about how
amazing and how impressed I am
with SpillFix.
…as of right now our facility has
used less than half the bags and its
all thanks to the re-usability that this
product has, the fact that we can
use SpillFix 3-4 times on different
spills and leaks before it has to be
discarded. I have yet to encounter a
spill or leak this product can’t handle.
Without SpillFix, my job would be
much more difficult to achieve.
  
…the money we as a company
would save if we switched fully to
SpillFix is in the thousands if not
hundreds of thousands. No product
on the market is better suited for safe
spill cleanup than SpillFix. I fully give
this product a 100% success. I’ve
been with FXG for almost 8 years.
Best thing I’ve ever used in my job to
date.”
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NO TRACKING DUST

NO HEAVY LIFTING

NO POLLUTING

NON ABRASIVE

NO WAITING
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